PLACE: DivorceCare on the SunPorch (back-end of single house)
START DATES: Go to www.divorcecare.org put in zip code 19464 to find us.
ADDRESS: 320 E Howard St. Stowe, PA. 19464 (GPS requires ‘Pottstown’, not Stowe)
START TIME: 7 PM to 9 PM & later if you wish to continue conversations after 9 pm ending prayer.
CONTACT US: email luvcuddlecats@verizon.net

House phone: 610-326-6726 (to be noticed, leave a message!)

PIZZA On the 1st night for DivorceCare, our treat! The cost to you is $20 for your, must have, personal workbook.
Group #1 : DivorceCare, meets Thursday nights 7 PM-9 PM when in session. Check session dates @ www.divorcecare.org - put in zip 19464, and
look for Morning Star Fellowship or www.mstar.org
Group #2 : Will be as attendees chose; PS. (If you're not on our DivorceCareontheSunPorch emailing list? Send a request mail to:
luvcuddlecats@verizon.net
web sites: www.divorcecsreonthesunporch.com and on Facebook: DivorceCareontheSunPorch
Of note: Our DivorceCare support groups are made up of two different gatherings, on-going almost all year round! So then, there's no need to be lonely, get over
here for participation & relationship! We have a safe, relaxing time and place, even pet therapy if you want it, Allergic? Take your pills! We get right down to living
and being honestly Real. (Huh?!!) Don't let this scare you! It means we have no secrets and we don't pretend, but speak about real life on a deep & intimate level. If
you are tired of being around people who don't share real thoughts or bring forth honesty or depth, or who simply wear a mask all the time, you will be most comfortable here, and if you are not used to this, you will be by the end! We think, and listen deeply, we want to understand and validate you, and in the end we turn back
to, our Creator for the final answer. What does God desire? If you wish to stay hidden, you can for a little while, until you are comfortable! We love to ask questions
and hear what you feel, experience, & think, as well as learn who has God made you to be! What might be your purpose after all of this Pain becomes 'Memory'.
Furthermore, you are invited to repeatedly cycle through the meetings until you are comfortable to move on. Some of us need to be here for two years because it hit
us so hard. Some, not. Everyone is an individual with their own ‘story’ to work through as well as learn from. Everyone is in some point or part of growth. We do not
judge where you are in the growing & maturing of your Spiritual & Emotional life. Come and Be.

#1 Group - DivorceCare is a 13 week course which all divorced or separated who want to be healthy will find they get very most help out of,
right up front. (ONLY $20.00 - WORKBOOK) Over and over again people who do the work of this thirteen video series, are on the road to internal
peace, joy and better self perspective. Class participants have friends who have been separated or divorced, sometimes long before they came
along with similar experience, now in hindsight, realize that they have surpassed the healing level of their friends who did NOT go to DivorceCare!
This makes all involved feel pretty good and a gauge to show their growth!
#2 Group of DivorceCare alumni meet to keep up with group friendships and camaraderie, while maturing emotionally, spiritually, and in self
awareness, collecting tools and knowledge, growing in happiness and fullness of LIFE!
TEST QUESTION: Is it OK to leave your marriage because you are not Happy and God wants you to be Happy? Write
me! luvcuddlecats@verizon.net Would you like to talk things out? We won't give you an opinion, we will give you morsels for thought. Your

life that we should tell you what to do. Only God can do that. (Certificate in Biblical Lay Counseling)

life is not our

